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Positron computed tomography (PCT) requiresac
curate attenuation correction (AC) to givequantitative
results (1â€”3).AC in PCI is normally accomplished by
applyingan attenuationcorrectionfactor (ACF) to each
projection measurementin a scan. Iwo methodsare
commonly used today to obtain ACFs. The first uses
transmission measurements (TM) of attenuation with
external positron sources;the secondusescalculations
from simplegeometricshapesthat approximate the at
tenuating media. It has been shown (2,4) that random
noise in TM can seriously increase the noise level of PCI
images. Although the noise level in TM can be reduced
by filtering, the amount of reduction is limited because
excessivefiltering will introduce serious image distortion
(2). Thus, the TM methodwill not giveaccurateACFs
unlessrandom noisein the TM is low. However, low
noiseTMs require long scan times, which greatly in
creasethe probability of patient motion andthe amount
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of patientdiscomfort.Although randomnoisein TM can
alsobeavoidedbyusingthegeometricAC method,that
method is subject to other problems. For example, no
organ can be fitted exactly by geometric shapes. In ad
dition,discrepanciesin size,location,andattenuation
coefficient could all introduce distortion in PCT images
(2,5). Neither of the two AC methodsis ideal.

We have developed a boundary method that can
provide accurate AC without the needof low noisein
TM. ThemethodcalculatesACFsfromnoise-freeim
ages that are extracted from noisy transmission images
through a series of image-processing procedures. The
method hasbeenapplied to computer-simulated PCT
data, to scansof phantoms,andto brain and heart scans
of patients,and hasbeenfoundto improvePCT im
ages.

DESCRIPTION OF BOUNDARY METHOD

Theboundarymethodutilizesthetransmissionimages
to provide key features of attenuation in cross-sections
of interest. From thesefeatures,noise-freetransmission
images are formed and ACFs that are free of random
noise can be calculated. The method consists of a few
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A new method for aftenuation correction in positron computed tomography
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FIG. 2. Typical two-dimensional filter used for Image smoothIng
to facilitateboundarydeterminationsbyedge-findingtechniques.

is used on the edge-enhanced image to find continuous
and closed boundaries. Currently we use the Laplacian
method (6) for edge enhancement. The

Ãa2 a2\
Laplacian@ + @)is calculated by

[(a@+i@ a@) â€”(a@@â€”a_i@)]

+ [(aj,j+i â€”a1,j)â€”(a@@â€”
= (aj,j_i +@ + ai+i,j + a1,j+i) â€”

where a@is the image value at pixel (i,j) and the other
values of a are the image values of the immediately ad
jacent pixels. The edge-tracing algorithm is initiated by
the operator's specifying a starting point on an enhanced
edge.TheneighboringpixelthathastheminimumLa
placian value is then chosen as the next edge point. This
selection operation is repeated for the newly chosenedge
point until the edge points thus chosen form a closed
boundary. To reduce the influence of image noise, the
edge-point selection is restricted so that sharp changes
in direction and large changesin Laplacian values are
not allowed. Infrequently a â€œdeadendâ€•can occur, if a
subsequent edge point cannot be found under the spec
ified restrictions. When this happens, the tracing can be
continued either by direct operator selection of the
subsequent point or by relaxing the restrictions. The
tracing can also be restarted by relocating the starting
point.

The number of boundaries neededdependson the
image complexity and the attenuation heterogeneity of
the image. Normally two boundaries are required for
brain images and six or more for chest images. Occa
sionally a boundary between two adjacent regions is
known to exist in anatomy, but because of small object
size or low imaging resolution, the image contrast may
be too low to yield a sharp edge. In such cases,a
thresholding method, which adds a fixed value to all
pixels that have attenuation above the threshold value,
isusedto increasethe imagecontrastbetweenthe regions
before starting the edge enhancement.

e

ACFS FOR ATTENUATION CORRECTION

FiG. 1. Block diagramillustratingvariousprocessingsteps in
boundarymethod. For details of each step see text.

image-processing steps, as illustrated in Fig. 1. First, a
seriesof short TMs areperformedon the patient, giving
transmission images with high noise levels. The trans
mission images are then smoothed, and edge-finding
techniques are used to find boundaries between tissues
with major differencesin attenuation.After boundaries
are located, each region enclosed by a boundary is as
signed a uniform attenuation coefficient equal to the
averagevalue within that region of the original trans
mission image. In other words, the image is quantized
into a few discrete levels of attenuation coefficients.
ACFs at all angular viewscan then be calculated from
the quantized image. Through these operations, the
randomnoiseof theoriginal TM is removed.Eachof the
image-processing steps is described separately in the
following.

Two-dimensional smoothing. Initially, transmission
images are smoothed by a two-dimensional filter to re
duce image noiselevel. Figure 2 showsa filter that is
normally used. The smoothing operation can be applied
to an image repeatedly. After each smoothing operation,
the smoothed image is displayed and the operator decides
whetheror not to repeatthe operation.Usually no more
thantwosmoothingoperationsarenecessary.After the
smoothing, boundaries can be obtained more easily by
the edge-finding techniques.

Boundarydetermination.Boundariesbetweenregions
with significant differences in attenuation can be drawn
by the operator using a joystick interfaced to the video
display unit. However, in order to reduce the amount of
operator interaction and to reduce the dependence on
operatorjudgment, anedge-findingcomputer program
has been developed to locate the boundaries. In this
program, edge-enhancement techniques are first applied
to the smoothed image, and an edge tracing algorithm
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The jitter in boundaries due to the noise in the edge
enhanced image can be reduced further by performing
separate smoothings on the x and y coordinates of the
edgepoints along eachboundary. Capability for inter
active operator editing of the boundaries is also provided
to ensure the boundaries are satisfactory.

Specificationof attenuationcoefficients.Within each
region enclosed by a boundary, a uniform attenuation
coefficient is assigned, equal to the average value within
the region in the original image. Specification of these
internal points is accomplished by first defining all in
tersections of the boundary with the columns of the
image. Enclosed pixels are then read off column by col
umn between points of intersection. Corrections for
crossoversof attenuation between adjacent regions, due
to imaging resolution, are accomplished by the technique
describedin theAppendix.

Calculationof projectionsandACFs.After valuesof
attenuation coefficients have been assigned, the image
consists of only a few discrete levels, and ACFs can be
calculated by projecting the quantized image at all an
gles. The projection at each location is calculated by first
finding the intersecting points of the projection line and
the boundaries. Each segment between two adjacent
intersection points is then weighted by its length and by
the appropriate attenuation coefficient. The corre
sponding ACF is the exponential of the weighted sum of
all the segments of the projection line.

The sharp discontinuities created by the boundaries
separating discrete levels of attenuation are smoothed
by filtering the ACFs along the transverse direction with
a resultant resolution comparable to the original trans
mission measurements.

All the processing steps have been implemented on a
computer of an ECAT system (7). The computer's
processing times for these four stepsvary from image to
image. Nominally they take about 5, 15, 60, and 30 see,
respectively, but more time is usually required for in
teractive operations.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

The boundary method was tested on computer-sim
ulated PCT data, on scans of phantoms, and on actual
patient scans. All the scans on phantoms and patients
were obtained with an ECAT scanner. Standard shadow
shields (7) and a medium-resolution reconstruction filter
(7) were usedfor phantom and brain scans;low-reso
lution shadow shields (7) and a low-resolution filter were
used for heart studies, unless otherwise stated.

Computer-simulated PCT data. The method of com
puter simulation has been described previously (2). Two
object configurations (one corresponds to a brain section
and one to a chest section) were simulated. The detail
configurations are described in the captions of Figs. 3
and 4. In the simulation, the intrinsic full widths at half
maximum (FWHM) of the detector's responsefunction
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FIG.3. Imagesofcomputer-simulateddata.Simulatedheadslice
consistedof ellipticalstructures.Dimensionsof headwere18cm
vertical by 15cm horizontal.Skull variedfrom 0.8 cm thick in front
to 1.2 cm in back, @2 0.154 cm1; brain @t 0.088 cm. Two
radioactivity levels (relative concentrations 20 and 7) were in brain
tissue to simulate gray and white matter. Pseudorandom noise
correspondingto 7.2 M countswas addedto simulatetransmission
measurements(Imageat upper right); no noise was addedto
emission scan data. Upper left shows emission image attenua
tion-corrected with noiseless transmission measurements; lower
left showssameusingnoisytransmissionmeasurements.Image
noisewaseliminatedcompletelyby boundarymethod,as shown
at lower right. No apparent artifacts were generated by new
method.
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FIG.4. Imagesofcomputer-simulatedchestsection,36cmwide
and24cmhigh.Twolungshad z 0.022cm1, othertissuehad
IL= 0.088cm1. Radioactivityconcentrationsin myocardium,in
chest tissue,and in lungswere 150,50, and 10,respectively.Noise
correspondingto 14Mcountswasaddedto simulatedtransmission
data;no noisewas addedto emissiondata.Upperright shows
transmissionImage.Upperleft showsemissionimagecorrected
with noiseless transmission measurements;lower left is emission
imageusingnoisytransmissionmeasurementsfor AC.Lowerright
image is result of boundarymethod, which is clearly effective in
eliminating random noise in transmission measurements.
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werechosento be 1.3 and 2.0 cm, respectively,for the
brain and chest sections, and for the reconstructions the
medium-resolution filter of the scanner was used for the
former and the low-resolution for the latter. Both the
emission and transmission scans were simulated. The
emission scanswere free of noise, whereas random noise
corresponding to 7.2 and 14 million (M) counts, re
spectively,weresimulated in the transmissionscansof
the brain and chestsection.The newmethod wasthen
applied to the transmission images to obtain the
boundaries,and the resultant attenuation coefficients
were compared with the simulated values. Emission
images corrected by the calculated ACFs were compared
with images that used ideal ACFs, and with images that
usedthe noisy transmissionmeasurementsdirectly.

Scans on phantoms. Two phantoms were used. One
wascylindrical, 20 cm in diameter, correspondingap
proximately to the sizeof a headsection.Threeseparate
compartments of the phantom, as shown in Fig. 5, were
filled with water, and the restcontainedair. Two trans
mission scans, giving 3 M and 30 M counts, were made
on the phantom.Then water in the phantomwasre
placed by a Ga-68 solution, and the phantom was re
turned to the sameposition for an emissionscan(6.6 M
counts). The boundary methodwasthen applied to the
transmissionscanof 3 M counts.The emissionimage
resulting from the newmethodwascomparedwith that
usingTM directly.

The other phantom simulated a human chest. Di
mensions of the two axes were approximately 36 and 24
cm, respectively. Two styrofoam blocks inside the

EMISSION

MEASUREDACF

phantomwereusedto simulatelungtissue,andthree
bottles, 1 in. in diameter,wereusedfor grosssimulation
of the heart.The phantomwasfirst filled with water, and
two transmissionscans(3 M and 27 M counts) were
made.Thewater in phantomwasthenreplacedbyGa-68
solution, and that in the three bottles with Ga-68 at a
concentration about three times that of the ouside so
lution. The phantom wasreturned to the sameposition
for an emissionscan(8 M counts).The boundarymethod
wasappliedto the transmissionimageof 3 M counts,and
the emissionimage obtained wascomparedwith those
using TM directly.

Brainstudies.On onesubject,a high-count(13 M)
transmissionscananda low-countone(3 M) weremade
on a brain section of OM + 5 cm. An i.v. bolus injection
of [â€˜8F]fluorodeoxyglucose(FDG) wasgiven,and 45
mm later an emissionscan(2 M) was made to obtain
information related to the cerebral metabolic rate of
glucose (8,9). Separate ACs were made by the boundary
method,bydirectTM, andby thegeometricmethod.For
the lastweusedanattenuationcoefficientof0.088 cm@,
correspondingto the soft-tissuevalue.

On anothersubject,a headholderwasusedto restrain
head movementand to help in repositioning the head
between transmission and emission scans (10). Blank
scans (7), with and without the head holder in place,
weretaken in advance.A transmissionscan(20 M) was
then madeat OM+4 cm. Again, FDG wasinjectedand
an emissionscan(2.5 M) was taken. The boundary
methodwasappliedto thetransmissionimagetoobtain
ACFs of the brain slice. Attenuation due to the head
holderwasalsoobtainedby taking the ratio betweenthe
two blank scans.AC on the emissionscanwasmadein
the following ways: (a) with TM directly, (b) with
boundary method, (c) with boundary method plus
compensationfor headholder, and (d) with geometric
AC. Emissionimagescorrespondingto different AC
methodswere then comparedand quantitative values
within the same regions of interest (ROI) in different
images were taken for comparison.

Heart studies.On a normalsubject,a transmission
scan (13 M) of the chest was made. After i.v. injection
of N-i 3 ammonia,anemissionscan(1.4 M counts)was
taken to showlocal myocardial perfusion (11,12). The
boundary methodwasapplied and emissionimagesby
different AC methods were compared. Emission images
werealsoreconstructedwith themedium-resolutionfilter
for comparison.

A secondpatientwithextensivemyocardialinfarction
wasscanned,and FDG wasusedto label the functioning
capability of myocardium(13,14). Ten million and 1M
countswereobtained,respectively,for transmissionand
emission scans. The boundary method was applied and
emission images with the new method were compared
with those that used direct transmission measure
ments.

TRANSMISSION

NE@METHOD

FIG. 5. Images of head phantom. Transmission image (3 M counts)
isshownatupperright.Darkareasofimagecontainwater;therest
containsair. Upper left showsemissionimagewith Ga-68in water;
emission gave 6.6 M counts and image was corrected with mae
sured ACFs of 13 M counts. Noisier imageat lower left was from
sameomissiondata,correctedwithmeasuredACFsof3Mcounts.
This noise was reduced by boundary method as shown at lower
right.
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close to the values found by transmission measure
ments.

Figures 3 and 4 show the images of the simulated
sections. The images with the boundary method are seen
to be very close to the simulated configurations (also
shownin the figures). Direct subtraction of one image
from the other showsthat the only noticeabledifference
between the two occurs near the boundaries, due to
inexactnessof the edge-findingprocessin assigningthe
boundaries.Such differenceswere smaller than 7%of
the radioactivity in soft tissues.Averageradioactivities
in variousregionsof interest in the imagesobtained by
the boundary method were within Â±2%of the simulated
values.A visual comparisonwith the imagesthat used
noisytransmissionmeasurementsshowsthat the random
noisedue to transmissionmeasurementsis effectively
eliminated by the boundary method.

Scanson phantoms.Figures 5 and 6 showthe images
of thetwophantoms.Thosemadebythenewmethodare
seen to be comparable to the images made with high
count transmission measurements.The differences in
image-pixel values in various regionsbetweenthe two
images were found to be less than 4%. In general, the
image-pixelvaluesobtainedwith the boundary method
are slightly lower, probably due to the small attenuation
of the scanner bed that was not taken into account by the
boundary method. The image noiselevelsas measured
by the standard deviations of image-pixel values within
variousregionsof interestwerefound to becomparable
between images by the boundary method and by the
high-count transmission measurements. The noise levels
in the images that were attenuation-corrected with
low-counttransmissionmeasurementswereabout twice
as high on both the head-sizeand the chest-sizephan
toms.This noiseincreasedueto transmissionmeasure
mentsisconsistentwith valuespredictedfrom thecounts
in the transmission and emission scansaccording to
formulaspreviouslyreported(2). The noise-suppression
capabilityof theboundarymethodisalsoquiteapparent
whenthe imagesof the boundarymethodarecompared
with those using low-count transmission measure
ments.

. Brain studies. It was found that usually only two

boundarieswereneeded:oneon the outsideof the skull
and oneon the inside.The edge-finding techniquehad
no difficulty in finding the outside skull boundaries.
Getting the insideboundarywasmoredifficult because
the image resolution was wider than the thickness of
skull, which caused a constrast reduction between the
skull and brain tissues (15). Usually the thresholding
method wasneededto enhancethe image contrast be
tweenthe skull and brain. Becauseof this limitation of
image resolution (15), the distance between the two
boundaries was close to the FWHM of the imaging
resolution,which wasusually larger than the true skull
thickness. The attenuation coefficients for skull and

A third patientwasscannedto testtheapplicability
of the new method for low-count transmission images.
In additiontothenormal(5 mm) transmissionscans(7
M counts), a 2-mm transmissionscan (2.5 M counts)
was made. Nitrogen-i 3 ammonia was injected and a
1-M-count emission scan was taken. The boundary
methodwasappliedto the low-counttransmissionimage,
and the emission image obtained was compared with
thoseusingTM directly.

RESULTS

Computer-simulateddata.The boundariesobtained
by the edge-finding technique were found to bewithin
i pixel (2.5 mm for head simulation and 3.5 mm for
chest)of the simulated configurations. The only excep
tion is the boundary betweenthe skull and the brain.
Because the FWHM for the brain's transmission image
was larger than the simulated skull thickness, the skull
thicknesson the imagewasapproximately equal to the
FWHM of the imagedueto the limitation of image
resolution (15). As a result, the inside skull boundary
obtainedby the edge-findingtechniquewassmallerthan
what had been simulated.

The attenuationcoefficientsfor soft tissuesandskull,
asobtainedbytheboundarymethod,were0.0885cm'
and 0.1 17 cm I respectively.The latter isâ€œ@-24%lower
than the simulated value of 0.i54 cm@. The smaller
attenuation coefficient was compensated by the larger
thickness of the skull, so the total attenuation was still

:1
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FIG. S. Images of chest phantom, with lungs simulated by two
styrofoamblocks. UpperrIght showstransmissionImage(3 M
counts).Upperleft showsemissionimageafterwaterinphantom
wasreplacedbyGa-88solution,andafterwaterinttwee1-in.bottles
wasreplacedbyGa-68SOlUtIOnatâ€œ-3timesoutsideconcentration.
Image was from emission scan of 8 M counts and was corrected
with measuredACFsof 27 M counts.Lower left imageis from same
emission data but using ACFs of 3 M counts directly for AC. Higher
noise level due to transmission noise was removedeffectIvely by
boundarymethod,as shown at lower right.
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brain tissue were found to be 0.1 10 and 0.089 cm@, re
spectively. The attenuation coefficient for skull was lower
than that expectedfrom a considerationof its density
(I.7timestissue)(16)andwasbelievedtobecompen
sating for the overestimationof the skull thicknessto
keep the total attenuation equal to the transmission
measurementvalues.

Figure 7 shows images from a brain FDG study, the
images being reconstructed with various AC methods.
The upper left image was attenuation-corrected with a
set oflow-noise-measured ACFs, and servesas a control
for comparison with other images.Qualitatively, the
image by the boundary method (lower center) is closest
to the control. The lower-right image used measured
ACFs for AC, and although the same emission and
transmission data were used, as at lower center, the
method of directly using measured ACFs has introduced
morenoisein the image,andrealbrain structuresareless
easilydistinguishedfromtherandomnoise.The image
by geometric AC (lower left) has a low noise level, but
it shows the FDG concentration in the occipital cortex
as lowerthan in the frontalcortex,whereasother images
showcomparableconcentrationsin thoseregions.The
discrepancyis believeddueto the higher attenuation in
the occipital skull bone, which was not taken into account
by the geometric AC method. When applying this
method,we usedthe transmissionimage (upper right)

TRANSMISSION
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FIG.7. ImagesfrombrainFDGstudy.Upperrightistransmission
Image(3 Mcounts)of brainat OM+ 5 cm.Upperleft is emission
image(2Mcounts)correctedwithasetof low-noisemeasu'edACFs
(13 M counts)to show true radioactivity distribution in slice. Lower
right is image from same emission data but corrected with ACFs
correspondingto imageatupperright;imagequalftywasseriously
degradedby noisein ACFs.By usingboundarymethod(bottom
center)thisnoisewasremoved,gMngimageverycloseto control
at upper left. Lower left came from same emission data but gee
metric AC was used. Lower reconstructed radioactivfty in occipital
cortexascomparedwithfrontalisbelievedtie tohigherattenuation
in occipital skull (cf., upper right), which has not been considered
bygeometricACmethod.
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. Attenuation due to the headholder has also been ignored in calculating the geometric ACFs.

t Number represents average value of image pixels in region of interest. Its unit is arbitrary but is kept the same for images

using different AC methods.
t Value in parentheses is enhancement or suppression in percentage of the mean values as compared withthe corresponding

valuesin imageof measuredACFs.
Â§Represents a region of interest, about 6 X 4 cm, near the center of the brainslice. No attempt was made to separate gray

matter from white within the ROI.
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methods. The amounts of suppression are larger than
those in Brain slice 1, because neither the head holder
nor the higher attenuation of the skull was considered
in the geometric attenuation correction.

Heart studies.At leastsix boundarieswereneededto
separate regions with different attenuation coefficients
in a transmission image of the chest: one for the skin
surface, two for the lungs, one for the spinal column, and
two for the arm bones.As in the brain studies,the finite
image resolution imposed some limitations on getting the
exact boundariesof the regions. Usually, the assigned
boundaries for the spinal column and arm bones were
larger than their anatomical sizes. The chest walls
specified by the boundaries were also thicker than they
should be. However, theseoverestimationswere com
pensatedbythelowerattenuationcoefficientscalculated
for those regions. The attenuation coefficients for bone
and soft tissues were found to be about 0. 105 cm I and
0.084 cm', respectively. The attenuation coefficient of
the lung tissue ranged from 0.02 cm@â€”0.04 cm@.

Figure 9 showsimagesof an N- I 3 ammoniastudy of
the heart. At upper left is the transmission image,
showing the lower attenuation of lung and the higher
attenuation of bony structures (spine and arm) in a
typical chest cross section. At upper middle is the emis
sion image that was attenuation-corrected with the
measured ACFs. Upper right is the emission image by
the boundary method, and it contains no obvious arti
facts. Quantitatively, the reconstructed radioactivities

NEWâ€˜E@@Câ€¢@ RES.) MEASUREDNED.RES

FIG.9. ImagesfromN-13ammoniastudyonheart.Upperleftis
transmissionimage(13Mcounts)of chest.Uppermiddleisemission
image(1.4 M counts)correctedwith measuredACFsdirectly.Upper
right usedsameemissionand transmissiondata but boundary
methodwasusedforAC.Thetwoemissionimagesareverysimilar,
both qualitatively and quantitatively. Because low-resolution re
constructionwasusedandtransmissionscanalreadyhadfairlyhigh
counts,noiseimprovementwithnewmethodwasnotverysignifi
cant. However, when the same images were reconstructed with
medium-resolutionfilter, noise-reducingcapabilityof boundary
method becomes more obvious, as shown by two lower images.
Note that no apparent artifacts were created by boundary
method.

ME@uPED@CF i:
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FIG.8. ImagesfromanotherFDGstudy.Upperrightshowstrans
mission image (20 M counts)of braInat OM + 4 cm. Upper left is
emIssion image (2.5 M counts) corrected with measured ACFs
correspondingto upperright image.Lowerleft wasby boundary
method,lowerrightbygeometrIcACmethod.Qualitativelythehas
emissionimagesaresimilar,althoughreconstructedradioactivities
by geometricACmethodaremuchlowerthanvaluesfromother
two images(seeTable1).

to guide the positioning of the ellipse. Thus, the artifact
of unevenconcentrationis notcausedby the malposi
tioning of the ellipse, although this could produce a
similar artifact (2).

A comparisonof quantitativevaluesin a few ROIs
among different images is shown in Table I under the
column headedBrain slice 1. Values by the boundary
method are seento be very closeto those by the measured
ACFs. Someof the differencesin valuesbetweenthe new
methodand the measuredACFs are believedto bedue
to the attenuation of the patient's bed, which has not
beentakenintoaccountbytheboundarymethod.Values
by the geometricmethodare much too low. In general,
the geometricAC methodcausessuppressionsof about
17, 7, and 10%, respectively, in cortical regions, in sub
cortical regions,and over the whole brain slice. These
amounts of suppression are consistent with values pre
viously reported, if the higher attenuation of skull is not
considered (2).

Figure 8 showsimagesfrom another FDG study that
had useda headholder to avoid movementof the head
during the scan.Qualitatively, the imageswith different
AC methodsarecomparable.However,asshownbythe
ROIvaluesinTableI forBrainslice2,if theheadholder
andthepatient'sbedwereignoredin AC, a â€”10to â€”15%
error would be introduced in the reconstructedradio
activity. When the head holder and the bed were con
sidered, the boundary method gives values very close to
thosebythemeasuredACFs.ThegeometricAC method
again gives values much lower than with the other

TRANSMISSION EMISSION HENMETHOD(IONRES)
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in myocardium on the two emission images are found to
be within 5% of each other.

The lower two images are similar to the upper ones
except that they were reconstructed with the medium
resolution filter of the PCT system and were zoomed up
to showmoredetails in the images.The noiselevelin the
images with measured ACFs becomes higher with the
medium-resolution filter and is also seen to be higher
than in the imagewith the boundarymethod.Although
thereisnodrastic improvementin imageresolutionwith
the medium-resolutionfilterâ€”becausethe emission-scan
data were taken with low-resolutionshadowshields,
which limit the recoverable image resolutionâ€”the
method'slower noiselevelprovidesa goodpotential for
resolutionimprovementin other scanningenvironments
(e.g.,whenmedium- or high-resolution shadowshields
areused).

For the FDG study on a patient with extensivemyo
cardial infarction, the image by the boundary method
was also found comparable to that using measured
ACFs, as shownin Fig. 10. It showsthat the method is
useful in diseasedconditions.

The capability of the new method in a high-noiseen
vironment isdemonstratedby the imagesshownin Fig.
11. The image by the boundary method is seen to have
lower noiselevelsthan thosein the two imagesby mea
sured ACFs. The transmission image at lower right was
reconstructedfromtheACFsthatwerecalculatedbythe
boundary method. When compared with the original
transmission image at lower left, it clearly showsthat the
new methodcan effectively removeall the random noise
in a transmission image while still retaining the basic
featuresof the image.

DISCUSSION

As shownby the reconstructedemissionimages,the
boundary method can effectively reducerandom noise
in transmission measurements. Although extensive
smoothingon the noisytransmissionmeasurementscan

4

UITHMEASUREDACF(2.SI) NITHHENMETHOD EMISSION

FiG.11. Imagesofammoniastudytoshowapplicabilityofboundary
methodfor low-counttransmissionscansof chest.Subjecthas
perfusiondeficiencyin posteriorwall of the heart.Upperleft is
emissionimage(0.9Mcounts)correctedwithmeasuredACFsof
2.5Mcounts.Uppercenterimagewaswithboundarymethod.Upper
rightImagewascorrectedwithmeasuredACFsof lowerstatistical
noise(7Mcounts).Lowerleftistransmissionimageof 2.5Mcounts.
LowerrIghtIstransmissionimagereconstructedfromACFsthat
werecalculatedfromboundarymethod.Newmethodclearlyshows
ch'amatlcnoisereductionwithoutlossofkeyfeaturesintransmission
image.

alsoreducetransmissionnoise,it couldseriouslydegrade
imageresolutionandcauseimageartifacts(2). Unlike
the method of simply smoothing the transmission mea
surements,the boundarymethod,whenappliedto a wide
variety of object configurations, has not created any
serious image artifacts or resolution lossesand has pro
vided images very close to the control images, both
qualitatively and quantitatively. In other words, the
boundary method has been shown to be capable of im
proving PCT images. However, the new method still has
somelimitations. For example,the imaging resolution
of PCT has limited the capability of the edge-finding
technique in locating the exact boundariesfor regions
that have dimensions smaller than the FWHM of the
imaging resolution. However, because the attenuation
coefficient for each region is obtained directly from the
transmission images, the errors made on the boundaries
are partially compensatedby the valuesof the attenua
tion coefficients. The net effect on the ACFs is not as
severe as one would have predicted by considering the
boundary errors alone.This is shownby the closesimi
larities between emission images by the boundary
method and by the use of the transmission measure
ments. The boundaries can also be edited interactively,
if necessary,tomatchtheknownanatomicalsizesbetter.
This has not beenexplored extensively, however, because
the boundary errors have not created serious problems
for the brain and chest images examined in the present
study. Also, this resolution limitation problem is expected
to bereducedasPCI resolutionisgraduallyimproved
(17).

TRANSMISSION 11THMEASUREDACF 11THNEWMETHOD

FIG. 10. Imagesof FDGstudyon patientwith extensivemyocardlal
infarction. Left is transmission image (10 M counts). Middle is
emissionimage(1Mcounts)bymeasuredACFs.Rightisemission
imagebyboundarymethod.Similaritybetweentwoemissionimages
indicates applIcabIlity of boundary method in dIsease.
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The boundary method is still subject to errors intro
ducedbymovementof thesubjectbetweenthetimesof
transmission measurements and emission scans (2).
Although the shorter scan time for TM reduces the
chance of gross movement, it does not eliminate the
problemcompletely.For brain studies,the useof a head
holder can avoid this problem. As shownin the results
of Table 1, the extra attenuation due to the head holder
needsto be taken into account to avoid large quantitative
errors.

The boundary method goes through a series of
image-processingsteps.Eachof thesetakestime, espe
cially the boundary-determining step, which requires
someoperator interactions. Thus, the new method will
lengthen the total image reconstruction time. In most
cases,however,the only interaction required is the se
lection of the starting points for the edge-tracing routine.
The amount of time and skill required is usually corn
parableto that neededfor performing thegeometricAC
method; extensive operator interaction is seldom re
quired. Although, it is conceivable that carelessness in
performing the boundary-determining step would cause
unnecessary inaccuracy or artifacts in the reconstructed
image (2), we find that the final image is quite insensitive
to small errors in determining the boundaries. We are
continuingto evaluateotheredge-findingtechniques.We
hopeto find a technique that is independentof factors,
suchasimageresolutionandobjectsize,andneedseven
less operator interaction than the present one. Also,
potentially, whena high-speedarray processoris used,
the processingtime required for the boundary method
would be much reduced.

The applicability of the boundary method to high
noiseis shown for both brain and heart studies.Com
paredwith the methodof usingmeasuredACFs,the
number of photon counts required by the boundary
methodfor transmissionmeasurementscan bereduced
by a factor ofabout 3â€”10and still givecomparableim
ages.However, the minimal number ofcounts required
is not clear. It will need more experience and investiga
tion to find the answer.Evenwith the current reduction
factorof 3â€”10in countrequirements,thetransmission
measurements for a six-plane heart study, which used
to take 30â€”60mm on our PCT scanner, can now be
completedin about 10mm. For brain studies,the ROl
values in Table 1 show that the geometric AC method
could cause large errors in the reconstructedradioac
tivity. Although ROI values are compared in only two
brain slices,and there are large variations in the size,
thickness, and attenuation of human skulls, the data
neverthelesshave revealed the basic problem of the
geometric AC method and have indicated its inadequacy
for true quantitative PCI measurements. If the bound
ary method is used, on the other hand, the transmission
scans for a brain study of six planes will need only about
10 mm with an ECAT scannerand will not causethe

patient too much inconvenience.
Asdiscussedearlier,theboundarymethodcanreduce

noise in transmission measurements. However, in certain
cases,it will not necessarily reduce the noise level in the
final PCI images, becauserandom noise in the emission
scan also contributes to the noise level of PCT images
(2,4). The boundarymethodimprovesa PCT imageonly
if the image noise is not completely dominated by noise
in the emission-scan data. These cases usually occur
when the emission counts are below the anticipated levels
due to unexpectedlylow uptake of tracers in the organ
ofinterest. Here the boundary method is not expected
to helpmuchin reducingthehigh noiselevel,becausethe
noise is primarily due to the emission scan. The amounts
of noisethat aredue to transmissionscansandemission
scans have been investigated for various combinations
of transmission and emission counts (2,4), and the results
can be applied easily to estimate how much the new
methodwill improvethe imagenoisein a particular case.
If the predicted improvement is small, the method of
using the measuredACFs is much easier,and the new
method offers no advantage. Similarly, if the attenuation
medium is uniform and has geometric shapes (e.g., cy
lindrical phantoms), the geometric AC is the ideal
method to use and one need not make transmission
measurements. However, when the attenuation medium
has complex configurations and the transmission counts
contribute significantly to the final image noise, the
boundary method is expected to be most useful in im
proving PCT images.

With the developmentof newer scanners(17) that
have higher efficiency and multiplane capabilities, it
would appear that the boundary method is not needed
because it is simpler merely to increase the transmission
counts to reduce transmission noise. However, as has
beenshown(2), veryhightransmissioncountsare re
quired to reduce the effect of transmission noise to a
negligible level. Also, the fraction of PCT image noise
that is due to transmission scan is not simply related to
the total counts of transmission scan; it depends on the
ratio between total counts in the transmission and
emission scans (2,4). The ratio in turn is related to the
relative scan times for transmission and emission and is
completely independent of the efficiency of the scanners.
In order to reducethe transmission-dependentfraction
of imagenoise,a changein the relativescantimesof the
transmission scans and the emission scans would be re
quired. It is not an efficient useof imaging time to spend
a large portion of a patient's study on transmission
measurements. In addition, newer scanners have higher
imaging resolution, but it demands much higher count
densities (as a third power of resolution) to achieve the
same image noise level (7,18). Thus it is more critical to
use the high efficiency of these scanners to increase the
statistical quality of the emission image and to spend as
little time as possible for transmission measurements.
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Soa method,suchasthe boundary method, is required
to reduce the noise of transmission measurements.
Otherwise, the high quality of the PCT image that is
expected from these newer scanners would be degraded
by the transmission noise. In other words, the boundary
method is expected to become even more useful with
newer scanners.

Since the boundary method can provide key object
features from a transmission image, the method has the
potential of reducing not only random noise but image
artifacts due to calibration errors or object movement
during transmission measurements. However, more
study is required to explore this potential.

CONCLUSION

The boundary method is shownto beeffective in re
ducing random noise in transmission measurements. For
heart studies, the transmission scan time can be reduced
by a factor of 3-10 with the method, and an improve
ment in image resolution is possible. For brain studies,
becauseof the short scan time required by the boundary
method,transmissionscanscanbeperformedroutinely,
and more accurate ACFs can be obtained without
compromising on image noise levels.
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APPENDIX

Compensation of attenuation crossovers due to imaging resolu
tion. In PCI, image resolution on the order of more than I cm in
FWHM is quite comparableto the sizeof certainanatomical
structures, such as the thickness ofskull or the chest wall. In these
Cases,theattenuationcoefficientsderivedfromtransmissionim
ages can deviate greatly from their true values (/5). Also, there
aresignificantcrossoversofattenuationbetweenadjacentstruc
turesor regionswith different levelsof attenuationcoefficient.
Theoretically these smoothing effects due to imaging resolution
can be removed by deconvolving the image with the point spread
function of the imaging system, but the relatively high noise in the
PCI transmissionimagesrendersdeconvolutioncompletelyim
practical. Instead, an approximation method, as described below,
hasbeenusedto compensatefor the resolution effects on the av
erageattenuation coefficients in regionsthat are enclosedby the
boundaries determined by edge-finding techniques.

Assumethat there are N separateregionsin a sliceand the at
tenuation coefficient is uniform within eachregion. Let@ denote
the attenuationcoefficientin Regioni. If thesliceis imagedby
somesystem that has resolution FWHM w, the averagemea
suredattenuationcoefficient, rn, in eachregionwill not necessarily
beequalto@ Assumetheimagingsystemis linear,thenrn and

@ arelinearlyrelatedas
N

m@k@@z@,i=l N
J@I

If thevaluesof kj@areknown,thosefor@ canbeobtainedfromthe
rn valuesby solving the aboveset of linear equations.

ForN regionsof arbitrary sizeandshape,thek@valuescanbe
obtainedby the followingprocedure.Weconstructan imageof
theknownregionswith@ I for i j, and@ 0 for i j, and
apply a two-dimensional smoothing to the image to give an
equivalentimageresolutionof FWHM w;theaveragevaluein
Regioni of thesmoothedimagewill thenbethevalueof k@.Re
peatingthe sameprocedurebut eachtime selectinga different
regionj to constructan image,wecanobtainall the@ values.

Thus,if theexactboundariesof theregionsareknown,thetrue
attenuationcoefficientsin eachregioncanbeobtainedfrom the
averagevaluesin thesmoothedimage.In otherwords,compen
sation of the crossoverdue to imperfect imaging resolutioncan be
achieved.
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